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DUBAI: Cisco announced yesterday
that Ali Amer has been appointed
Managing Director for Global Service
Provider Sales in the Middle East and
Africa at Cisco.

In his new role, Ali will be respon-
sible for helping telecommunica-
tions service providers transform
their networks, businesses and cus-
tomers' experiences to capture the
opportunities created by the digital
era. In addition to driving the seg-
ment's sales strategy and growth
across the Middle East and Africa, he will also focus
on streamlining business operations, including
sales and channel strategy, business development
and customer support.

Amer will report to Peter Karlstromer, Senior
Vice President for Global Service Provider Sales,
Cisco EMEAR. He will work closely with the
regions' mobile operators to develop their digital
transformation roadmaps as they evolve their

business and revenue models to
meet the growing demand for data
services and financial and commer-
cial services.

"It gives me great pleasure to
announce Ali as the new leader for
our Service Provider business in
the Middle East and Africa," said
Karlstromer. "Ali is a highly regard-
ed leader known for his close
working relationships and deep
understanding of the telecoms
industry landscape. His expertise

and ability to build high performance teams will
undoubtedly accelerate our momentum in deliv-
ering the digital ecosystem and network infra-
structure that our customers need to capture ris-
ing opportunities."

Amer joined Cisco in 2013, most recently serv-
ing as Managing Director for Cisco's Service
Provider segment in the Middle East and Turkey.
He brings to the role over 25 years of industry

experience and was previously the Senior
Telecom and IT Consultant in the same unit,
advising multinationals and start-ups on market
entrance and go-to-market strategies in the
region. Prior to Cisco, Amer spent fifteen years at
Motorola Networks rising to the position of Vice
President and General Manager for Europe, the
Middle East and Africa, where he ran an organiza-
tion of 2,500 employees and business profession-
als with annual revenues in excess of $1 billion.

"I am excited to take on this expanded role
within our Service Provider business as Cisco con-
tinues to push the envelope with solutions, tech-
nologies and a vision that drives exponential value
and success for our customers and partners," said
Ali Amer, Managing Director, Global Service
Provider Sales, Cisco Middle East and Africa. "With
its significant growth potential, a rapidly expand-
ing population, and increasing smartphone pene-
tration, the telecommunications market in the
Middle East and Africa is at an important junction.
Cisco's technology capabilities and strong partner-

ships will play a pivotal role in enabling SPs to
become truly intelligent network operators that
are able unlock opportunities, enhance business
agility, and drive service innovation and customer-
experience enhancement."

The next phase for the Middle East and Africa
telecommunications sector will be defined by an
explosion in data demand. The annual Cisco Visual
Networking Index(tm) (VNI) forecast projects a 12-
fold increase in Middle East and Africa mobile
data traffic from 2016 to 2021, a compound annu-
al growth rate of 65 percent. By 2021, the Middle
East and Africa will have 2.4 billion networked
devices (up from 1.7 billion in 2016) and 1.4 net-
worked devices per capita, while 75 percent of all
networked devices will be mobile-connected in
2021. Across the Middle East and Africa, strong
growth in mobile users, smartphones and Internet
of Things (IoT) connections combine with net-
work speed improvements and growth in mobile
video consumption to significantly increase
mobile data traffic over the next five years. 

Ali Amer to lead Cisco's Global Service Provider business in MEA
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SEOUL: Samsung Electronics plans to
recover gold and other metals and com-
ponents from recalled Galaxy Note 7
smartphones to reduce waste.

The South Korean company said yes-
terday that it expects to retrieve 157 tons
of gold, silver, cobalt, copper and other
metals from millions of smartphones
that were recalled and discontinued last
year after their batteries were found to
be prone to catching fire. It didn't say
how it would use the retrieved metals

The phones' display modules, memo-
ry chips, camera models and other com-
ponents will be separated from the Note
7 for sale or recycling, Samsung said in a
statement. In another effort to reduce
waste, Samsung has begun selling
400,000 units of Galaxy Note FE phones
in South Korea made from unused parts

of recalled Note 7 smartphones. The
Note 7 crisis was one of the biggest black
eyes in Samsung's recent history, costing
the company more than $5 bill ion.
Airlines banned passengers from carry-
ing Note 7s on flights due to safety con-
cerns and millions of smartphones were
shipped back to Samsung.

The phone recall fiasco prompted
Greenpeace to urge the South Korean
tech giant to sell longer lasting electron-
ics products that are easier to repair and
upgrade. Environmentalists fault smart-
phones for increasing the amount of
tech waste, though some experts note
that by replacing other appliances they
may actually decrease the amount of
high-tech-related rubbish overall.
Samsung is the world's largest smart-
phone maker. — AP

Samsung to recover rare 
metals in Galaxy Note 7s 

Recovery of components to reduce waste

Michael Dell
takes long  view

with 'Dell 2.0'
ASPEN, United States: His first company became the
world's largest maker of personal computers. Now Michael
Dell says he is building a broader technology firm with
similar ambitions. Dell Technologies is the result of the pri-
vate buyout of the original Dell computer firm, bolstered
by the massive $67 billion deal for computer storage firm
EMC and other software and services acquisitions.

Interviewed at the Fortune Brainstorm Tech conference
Monday in Aspen, Colorado, Dell said the private model
allows his firm to take a longer-term focus to grow the
company. "Right at the moment we went private, we start-
ed gaining (market) share," Dell said. "We shifted our focus
for more three-year, five-year, 10-year (plans), we invested
heavily in R&D and innovations .. we stopped thinking
about the short term as much."

Dell described the new firm-which some refer to as Dell
2.0 -- as "the essential infrastructure company" for informa-
tion technology which can offer an array of business serv-
ices and products.

The new Dell includes EMC, which was the world's
largest computer storage firm, as well as cloud computing
unit VMware and a stake in the software group Pivotal.
While Dell declined to name his main competitors, he said
that "none of them have the unique set of capabilities or
the breadth that we have now."

He noted that Dell Technologies can be a key player in a
variety of sectors because of its strengths across the board-
in data, software and hardware. Asked about artificial intel-
ligence competitors, Dell said, "When you have no data to
put in AI, it doesn't do anything. Then you need the com-
puting devices."

The new Dell won regulatory approval last year for the
record buyout of EMC, accelerating its move into the cloud
and mobile computing market. In 1984, Michael Dell
founded the personal computing maker, which struggled
amid a shift into smartphones and tablets.

He won the backing in 2013 of private-equity firm Silver
Lake Partners to buy out other shareholders to take the
company private. — AFP

TOKYO: A virtual reality "space ride" in which viewers feel
as if they are flying through the air inside a giant glass ball
has been developed in Japan. Unlike conventional VR sys-
tems, the "8K:VR Ride"-which resembles a cross between a
theme park ride and a miniature IMAX theatre-does not
require users to wear any headgear.

Instead they are placed on two swivelling, elevated

chairs just in front of a semi-spherical screen which entirely
engulfs their field of vision.  "Unlike the conventional flat
screen, you can see images coming closer to you physically
in this dome screen," said Makoto Nakahira, an engineer at
Wonder Vision Techno Laboratory.

"This is a system in which you can experience visuals that
you have never seen before."

The experimental technology was unveiled to Japanese
media for the first time yesterday before a scheduled show-
ing at Japan's Digital Content Expo 2017 in October. Its
name refers to the screen's super-high definition 8K tech-
nology, which is 16 times more detailed than most current
HD images. Wonder Vision co-developed the system with
Japan-based NHK Enterprises and NHK Media Technology-

both affiliated with public broadcaster NHK-and RecoChoku
Labo. The space ride was first showcased at SXSW 2017, a
major conference on convergence in the interactive, film
and music industries, in Austin, Texas in March. The system
features a hemispherical theatre known as Sphere 5.2 -- a
screen 5.2 metres (17 feet) wide, 3.4 metres tall and 2.6
metres deep. — AFP

BEIJING: Users of WhatsApp in China and security
researchers have reported widespread service disruptions
amid fears that the popular messaging service may be at
least partially blocked by authorities in the world's most
populous country.

WhatsApp users in the country reported yesterday on
other social media platforms that the app was partly inac-
cessible unless virtual private network software was used
to circumvent China's censorship apparatus, known collo-
quially as The Great Firewall.

WhatsApp, which is owned by Facebook and offers
end-to-end encryption, has a relatively small but loyal fol-
lowing among Chinese users seeking a greater degree of
privacy from government snooping than afforded by pop-
ular domestic app WeChat, which is ubiquitous but close-
ly monitored and filtered.

Questions over WhatsApp's status come at a politically
fraught time in China. The government is in the midst of
preparing for a sensitive party congress while Chinese
censors this week revved up a sprawling effort to scrub all
mention of Liu Xiaobo, the Nobel Peace Prize laureate
who died Thursday in government custody.

A report this week by the University of Toronto's
Citizen Lab detailed how Chinese censors were able to
intercept, in real time, images commemorating Liu in pri-
vate one-on-one chats on WeChat, a feat that hinted at
the government's image recognition capabilities.

It appeared that pictures were also the focus of the
move to censor WhatsApp. Late yesterday, users in China
could send texts over WhatsApp without the use of VPNs,
but not images.  Nadim Kobeissi ,  a cr yptography
researcher based in Paris who has been investigating the
WhatsApp disruption, said he believed The Great Firewall
was only blocking access to WhatsApp servers that route
media between users, while leaving servers that handle
text messages untouched.

Kobeissi said voice messages also appeared to be
blocked. But there was no evidence to suggest that
Chinese authorities were decrypting WhatsApp messages,
he added. A Chinese censorship researcher known by his
pseudonym Charlie Smith said that authorities appeared
to be blocking non-text WhatsApp messages wholesale
precisely because they have not been able to selectively
block content on the platform like they have with WeChat,

which is produced by Shenzhen-based internet giant
Tencent and legally bound to cooperate with Chinese
security agencies.

Because WhatsApp content is encrypted, "they have
moved to brute censor all non-text content," Smith said in
an email. "It would not be surprising to find that every-
thing on WhatsApp gets blocked, forcing users in China to
use unencrypted, monitored and censored services like
WeChat."

Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang said he
had no information on the issue when asked by reporters.
Facebook, which owns WhatsApp, did not immediately
respond to a request for comment. 

WhatsApp is one of the world's most widely used mes-
saging services, with over 1.2 billion users.

In 2015, China blocked Telegram, another encrypted
messaging service, after it became a popular platform for
activists and dissidents to share information. China has
also blocked Twitter, Facebook and YouTube for years,
with officials arguing that foreign social media services
operating beyond their control pose a threat to China's
national security. — AP

China users report WhatsApp 
chaos amid censorship fears

Japanese engineers develop headset-less VR system

TOKYO: This general view photo shows a 3.4-meter-high and 2.6-meter-deep dome-type widescreen where people can
sit (at right) and experience 8K video images projected via a new virtual reality (VR) motion ride system, during a press
preview in Tokyo yesterday. — AFP photos

TOKYO: A journalist looks at 8K video images projected on a 3.4-meter-high and 2.6-meter-deep dome-type widescreen
as they experience a new virtual reality (VR) motion ride system, during a press preview in Tokyo yesterday. 

ASPEN: Michael Dell, CEO of Dell Technologies, speaks at
the Fortune Brainstorm Tech conference in Aspen,
Colorado on Monday. — AFP

SEOUL: A man passes by advertisements of Samsung Electronics Galaxy Note Fan
Edition at a mobile phone shop in Seoul yesterday.  —  AP


